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Ordinary folks can construct 13 awesome ballistic devices in their garage or basement workshops using inexpensive household or hardware store materials and this step-by-step guide. Clear instructions, diagrams, and photographs show how to build projects ranging from the simple-a match-powered rocket-to the more complex-a scale-model, table-top catapult-to the offbeat-a tennis ball cannon. With a strong emphasis on safety, the book also gives tips on troubleshooting, explains the physics behind the projects, and profiles scientists and extraordinary experimenters such as Alfred Nobel, Robert Goddard, and Isaac Newton. This book will be indispensable for the legions of backyard toy-rocket launchers and fireworks fanatics who wish every day was the fourth of July.
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Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics, Volume 151Academic Press, 2008

	Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics merges two long-running serials-Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics and Advances in Optical and Electron Microscopy. This series features extended articles on the physics of electron devices (especially semiconductor devices), particle optics at high and low energies, microlithography, image...
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Joomla! 1.5: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	The Best Easy-to-Use Guide to Joomla!TM--The World’s #1 Open Source Content Management System


	If you want to build sophisticated websites that can be easily edited and updated, you need to master Joomla. Now there’s an easy-to-read, easy-to-use guide to Joomla! for every site...
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Secure Messaging with Microsoft  Exchange Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2004
Get expert guidance to assess and help improve the security of your Exchange  Server 2003 messaging systems. From risk assessment to implementation and  auditing procedures, get critical guidance to help enhance the security of your  messaging infrastructure. Written by a network security expert who works closely  with the Microsoft Exchange...
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Express.js Deep API ReferenceApress, 2014

	Express.js Deep API Reference is your short, concise guide to Express.js APIs. This flexible Node.js web application framework provides a robust set of features for building single, multi-page, and hybrid web applications.


	Through six to-the-point chapters, you will find references for configurations, settings,...
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Object Oriented Programming With C++McGraw-Hill, 2019

	The book aims at providing an all-round enrichment of knowledge in the area of object-oriented programming with C++ as the implementation of language. The author has used simple language to explain critical concepts of object-oriented programming and for...
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Guerrilla Travel Tactics: Hundreds of Simple Strategies Guaranteed to Save Road Warriors Time and MoneyAMACOM, 2004
" This book has given me countless ideas for making my next trip easier and less expensive."     

       Guerrilla Travel Tactics is the most comprehensive book ever written on finding travel bargains. It will help any business traveler survive the rigors of the road, optimize logistics, and get the most for every...
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